POSTSCRIPT
would come but in which they would not fight. As soon as they
got up in the morning they were shouting about in the gangways
so that nobody else might sleep. They sought to monopolize the
best seats in the saloon, and a concerted effort of the tiny, suffering
non-Jewish minority was needed to secure a little corner where it
could eat in peace. The deck, the only place for stretching your
legs, was very short — thirty-seven paces — but they lay about in
deck-chairs all over it, so that even that was curtailed.
We had only one hope — a gale — and we prayed for one.
When that did not avail we prayed for a tempest, a blizzard, a
cyclone, a tornado. No use. We had a brief respite when we came
to the Kiel Canal, which meant eight hours' slow steaming
through Germany. Then the tumult and the shouting died a
little, and I leaned over the rail in peace and looked at the lights
of Kiel and thought of the launch of the Dmtschland, which was
bombed in Spanish waters, of Hindenburg trying to grab the
champagne bottle as the ship ran away, of Hindenburg reviewing
the remnant of Germany's naval might. Only eight years ago,
and already Germany was again the most feared nation in the
world.
When we emerged from the Kiel Canal into the North Sea we
ran into a gale and for six hours the chatter was stilled, the saloon
was empty save for ourselves, blanket-swathed forms lay about
the deck, all was peaceful. Our prayers seemed to have been
answered. We could enjoy the white-capped rolling seas and the
wind. I felt the gale blowing alcohol and nicotine and politics
and fears and petty misgivings out of my system every moment,
wished I could travel for weeks in the Warszawa with a few good
friends, watched with wonder the seagulls, that hung motionless
in the air and yet kept pace with the ship, as if they were attached
to it by invisible threads.
I must make another discursion. Every day these little ships
are coming across the sea to England, bearing these hundreds of
Jews with them. Every day the aeroplanes bring scores — I have
just read in the Daily Express that a hundred landed in one day
at Croydon, Every day the trains from Warsaw and Bucharest
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